GeoTrust Enterprise Security Center

Overview
GeoTrust Enterprise Security Center is a cost-effective enterprise SSL solution that gives you the power to easily manage, purchase, auto-issue, renew and track all of your GeoTrust SSL certificates.

Through our annual subscription-based pricing model, you only pay one fixed price for the year, providing you flexible, affordable SSL certificate pricing that scales with your organization’s needs and ensures your customer transactions are never without a secure connection.

GeoTrust’s Enterprise subscription-based pricing model also gives you the flexibility and agility to be in control of your SSL certificates like never before. With GeoTrust, you only have to go through authentication once, to enjoy auto-issuance of SSL certificates throughout your subscription period when you need them, eliminating disruptions in service and costly downtime.

When it comes to SSL certificate management, GeoTrust stands out from the rest. With our singular focus on SSL solutions, we provide flexible, affordable pricing, a comprehensive console to manage all of your GeoTrust SSL certificates, and our annual subscription-based pricing model and auto-issuance licensing. Together, these allow you to manage your GeoTrust certificates throughout their lifecycle and exercise tight control over your SSL certificate spending, eliminating the time and costs associated with purchasing SSL certificates one-at-a-time. You can feel confident choosing GeoTrust knowing that GeoTrust is a globally recognized certificate Authority with active digital certificates currently deployed in over 170 countries worldwide.

There is a reason that so many IT professionals choose GeoTrust as their enterprise SSL certificate solution. From planning, to purchase, to auto-issuance and renewal, GeoTrust SSL certificates and the GeoTrust Enterprise Security Center provide the most cost-effective, comprehensive and trusted SSL certificate solution available.

GeoTrust Subscription-Based Pricing Model
- Rather than purchasing SSL certificates one-at-a-time, GeoTrust offers an enterprise annual subscription-based pricing model that allows you to pay one low fee each year and allows you to control and auto-issue SSL certificates throughout the year.

Our Subscription Pricing – Once Your Domain is Validated, You Enjoy Auto-Issuance for the Duration of Your Subscription Policy

Feature Highlights
- **Subscription-Based Pricing Model** – GeoTrust’s annual subscription-based pricing model is designed to help you save money and exercise tight control over your SSL certificate spending and budget. Simply pay one low annual subscription fee that allows you to control how many SSL certificates are issued.

- **Flexible, Cost-Effective Pricing** – GeoTrust’s Enterprise SSL certificates annual subscription-based pricing model provides the most flexible, scalable, and affordable SSL certificate pricing.

- **Comprehensive Console** – GeoTrust Enterprise Security Center gives you the power to easily manage, purchase, auto-issue, renew, and track all of your GeoTrust Enterprise SSL certificates throughout their entire lifecycle.

- **Business Agility** – With GeoTrust, you only have to go through authentication once, to provide auto-issuance of SSL certificates that have already been authenticated, increasing business agility while saving time and money.

- **Trusted Solution** – GeoTrust is globally recognized with currently active digital certificates deployed in over 170 countries worldwide.
GeoTrust SSL certificates Available Through Subscription-based pricing model

- Extended Validation (EV) SSL certificates – Top performing web sites are more likely to use SSL with Extended Validation (EV). Get the customer impact of the green address bar for your business’ web site with low-cost EV from GeoTrust.
  - Green browser address bar helps to increases consumer trust and drives online activity and revenue
  - Strong extended validation authentication
  - Up to 256-bit SSL encryption based on a 2048-bit key
  - 99% root ubiquity for browsers and mobile devices
  - $500K warranty

- The green bar says it all. Extended Validation SSL certificates show your customers you care about their security. Web site visitors really notice when the address bar turns green in their high-security browsers and the organization field starts to rotate between your business name and GeoTrust.

- Organization Validation (OV) SSL certificates – Secure your web site and server applications with enterprise-strength SSL that won’t break your budget.
  - Rigorous “defense-in-depth” authentication and security practices
  - Up to 256-bit SSL encryption based on a 2048-bit key
  - GeoTrust’s Enterprise Security Center
  - 99% root ubiquity for browsers and mobile devices
  - $250K warranty
  - Industrial-strength infrastructure for reliability

- Wildcard – Secure an unlimited number of host names across a single domain with low-cost SSL based on an enterprise-class infrastructure and industry-leading security procedures.
  - Secure unlimited sub-domains on one server
  - Full organization authentication
  - Up to 256-bit SSL encryption based on a 2048-bit key
  - 99% root ubiquity for browsers and mobile devices
  - Flexible issuance of Wildcard Certificates with an Organizational Validation (OV) subscription
  - $125K warranty

- UC/SAN – A versatile, cost-effective solution to secure multiple domain names with a single certificate.
  - Secure additional domain names with one certificate when you add UC/SAN to a new or existing certificate
  - Manage certificates quickly and conveniently with easy-to-use self-service tools
  - Get unlimited, free reissues for lifetime of certificate

Get the GeoTrust Secured Seal!

- Ensure your customers that their transaction information is protected and secure by displaying the GeoTrust Secured Seal on your GeoTrust protected transaction web sites. GeoTrust is globally recognized with currently active digital certificates deployed in over 170 countries worldwide.

*GeoTrust is ranked No. 1 SSL certificate provider among Top 1 million websites!*
– October 2012, Alexa Netcraft Report

Feature Highlights

- Annual Subscription-Based Pricing Model – allows you to predict and control your SSL certificate spending and budget.
- Extended Validation (EV) – Highest level of SSL certificate authentication.
- Authentication – Business/organization identity validated.
- Convenience – Delegate tasks and instantly approve certificates (Auto-Issuance).
- Universality – Support for more than 99% of browsers and most mobile device browsers.
- EV Upgrader – EV visibility even in older Internet Explorer® 7 browsers on Windows® XP systems.
- Reissue Period – Unlimited, free reissues for lifetime of certificate with an active subscription.
- Servers per certificate – Unlimited
- Management – GeoTrust Enterprise Secure Center is a comprehensive, intuitive, powerful certificate management console.
- Assurance – $150,000 to $500,000 warranty.
- Validity options – 1 to 2 years for EV. 1 to 3 years for OV.
- Multiplicity – SAN/multi-domain/UCC/wildcard options available (up to 50 SAN).
About GeoTrust

A Trusted Leader in Online Security Services

GeoTrust® is the world’s second largest digital certificate provider. More than 100,000 customers in over 170 countries trust GeoTrust to secure online transactions and conduct business over the Internet. Our range of digital certificate and trust products enable organizations of all sizes to maximize the security of their digital transactions cost-effectively.

GeoTrust’s world-class SSL certificates offer fast delivery at a cost-effective price, enabling up to 256-bit SSL encryption, and include a range of GeoTrust® Secure Seals based on the level of identity verification.

GeoTrust’s Signing Products represent the latest in next-generation technology for digitally signing applications, binding people and documents, and assuring code integrity to wireless platforms.

Contact GeoTrust

GeoTrust, a leading certificate authority, provides retail and reseller services for SSL encryption, web site authentication, and digital signatures.

Enterprise Sales
Phone: 866-511-4141 or 650-426-5010 (press option 3)

customer Support Form
For technical support and questions about your order
Phone: 678-366-8399
Toll Free: 866-436-8787

Corporate Headquarters
GeoTrust, Inc.
350 Ellis Street, Bldg. J
Mountain View, CA 94043-2202, USA
Phone: 650-426-5010
Toll Free: 866-511-4141
Fax (Int): +1-650-237-8871